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1. Introduction. The object of this work is to study equations of the form

J_ Ç  «it, y)4>(y)dy ^
iriJ L        y — t

1   C n(t, y)<P(y)dy
a(t)<b(t) + - 'yJVyJ  y =/«),

t J L       y — t

where ic(t, y), a(t),f(t) are assigned on L (and satisfy hypotheses introduced in

the sequel). L is assumed to consist of a finite number of open arcs and closed

curves ; these may have only isolated points in common ; except at certain points,

finite in number and termed z-points, L has a continuously turning tangent;

the z-points are points at which either L has two distinct tangents or several of

the arcs and closed curves involved intersect. In order to give meaning to the

integrals involved in (1.1), (1.2), suitable directions are to be assigned along

various portions of ¿. We assume that on each open arc and on each closed curve

a direction is maintained all along.

Amongst the best recent works, related to the above problem, are those

of N. I. Mushelishvili(1), I. Vecoua(2), F. Gahoff(s), in the sequel referred to

as (M), (V), (G), respectively.

In (M), (V), (G) developments are given under the supposition that there are

no z-points. In (G) a functional linear nonhomogeneous boundary value prob-

lem of Riemann type is studied for the case of a single simple closed curve;

this boundary problem enables treatment of (1.1), (1.2) when ¿ is a single

simple closed curve. The importance of (G), despite the special character of

the work, is due to the use of "uniformizing factors" which enable explicit

solution of the problem involved. In (M) and (V) the developments are partly

based on an extension of the idea in (G) ; they utilize in part also some of the
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early ideas of Carleman; to a considerable extent (M) and (V) involve new

ideas. In (M), L consists of a finite number of open arcs without common

points; in (V), i is a finite number of simple closed curves without common

points. As remarked in (M), a synthesis of (M), (V) would not be difficult,

of course if no z-points were involved. Inasmuch as we allow presence of

z-points, we encounter substantial new difficulties.

In view of the stated purpose a study of integrals of the form

/'   F(y)dy_yyLZ}
L y — x

where | F(y) | is integrable along L and F(y) is of a Holder class on L (except,

perhaps, at end points of L and at z-points), is essential. In particular we shall

need to know about existence (as well as the values of the limits obtained

when x tends to a point / on L either within C(L) (the open set complementary

to L) or along L. For tj^z the situation is, of course, well known(4). In §2

we extend Plemelj's formulas to z-points. In this connection we shall also need

to extend to z-points the notion of Cauchy principal values (cf. §2).

Use will be made of the following notation. Generically c* will denote any

positive constant ; end points of L will be designated by c; x will be in C(L) (un-

less stated otherwise) ; t, y, r will be on L, distinct from z, c-values (unless

the contrary is specified). Hh will designate a Holder class with exponent h

(0<hél).
In §3 a study is given of continuity properties of Cauchy principal values

in the vicinity of z-points. The main result of §4 is solution of the nonhomo-

geneous Riemann type boundary value problem (4.19); this section is vital

for the subsequent pages. In §5 we establish Theorem 5.1, giving the general

solution of the problem (5.1) and Theorem 5.2, which relates to equation

(1.1). The main result of §6 is embodied in Theorem 6.2 and refers to equation

(1.2). The essential point with respect to Theorems 5.2, 6.2 is that the given

integral equations (1.1), (1.2) (under stated conditions) are shown to be

equivalent to regular Fredholm integral equations of the second kind. All

these solutions are obtained on L, excluding z, c-points. In §7 (Theorem 7.1)

it is shown that at some of the z-points the solutions of (1.1), (1.2) satisfy

certain modified integral equations (7.2), (7.6).

2. Integrals (1.3). Let z be a particular z-point. In a sufficiently small

neighborhood of z the portion Z0 of L will consist of curves C, (v = 1, • • • , m)

such that the following holds. C, extends from z to a point z+A,; the C, have

no points in common, except z. For y on C„ one has

(2.1) y = z + te**,        yl = a, + 6y(t) (0<^M,|),

(4) See J. Plemelj, Ein Ergänzungssatz zur Cauchyschen Integraldarstellung Analytischer

Funktionen, Randwerte betreffend, Monatshefte für Mathematik und Physik vol. 19 (1908)

pp. 205-210.
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where 8,(t) is continuous and

(2. la) lim 8,(t) =0 (as y -» z).

Clearly a, is the limiting direction of C, at z. The C, will be supposed to be

ordered in the counterclockwise direction. Thus

(2. lb) 0 < ai ¿ a¡ ^ • • ■ ̂  a» S 2x;        a^i = ai + 2ir.

We shall deal in this section with z-points for which no two of the a¡ are equal.

A,\ =A f>-1, • • • , m). We let
y—z| ^.4 extending from C, to

There is no loss of generality if one takes

R, denote the part of the circular region

C,+i (v = l, • ■ • , m); «i=am+i, Ci = Cm+i, Ai=Am+i.

Since our intention now is to extend the notion of Cauchy principal values

we shall have to assume that integrations along the C, are not all directed towards z

and are neither all directed away from z. Let integrations be towards z along the

curves C<„ C,„ • • • , C« and away from z along Cn, C,„ • • • , &„_„ where

(2.2) t'i < ij < • • • < i«; ei < e» < ■ • • < em_«; 1 g k < ret.

Let

(2.3) a, = z + o-yei*',       5y = a, + 8,((t.) (0 < a, < A)

be a point on C,. Designate by ¿' the part of ¿0 consisting of the portions of the

C, extending from z to a, (v — i, • ■ • , m); let L"=L0—L'. On writing

a = z+^4,y, S = a,y, ß = a,K, y=z+Ae, one has

f   J2L.Ef'_ÍL+zf_f3L
J L" y — z        jJay — z        ,Jß    y — z

=  X log A : - ¿Z l°g Aa + H l°g [ff<y exp ion]
« i i

- ¿Z log [°"<« exp iô.,].

The two sums last displayed combine into the logarithrn of

(2.4) ffil<7<t exp ¿[(5,-, + 5,-, + • • • ) - («n + 5„ + • • • )].

a>ia»t " •

We take

(2.4a) 0 < « < 1;       a. = t";        1 > t, > 0 (x = 1, •• • , rei)

and choose the t„ so that

(2.4b) Ti, + n, + • ■ • + T.; = rei + t., + ■ • ■ + T.m_,;

at the same time e will be taken certainly so small that <r, <A (v = 1, • • • , ret).

The absolute value of (2.4) will then be equal to unity. In consequence of

(2.3) and (2.1a) the expression (2.4) is seen to tend to
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exp »[(«,-j + <*<s + • • • ) — (an + «,,+ ••• )],

as €—»0. Thus

(2.4c) lim   f    —— = log- h ¿A,
J L" y — z

¿y 4 „4 „2
-= log-

«-.o J L" y — z AtlAi2

(2.4d) A = («„ + • • • + ait) - («„ + • • • + «,„_,).

We observe that when we choose cr„ as in (2.4a) and let e—»0 the set L" tends

to Lo.

With (1.3) in view we let

/'   F(y)dy-^-± (x * z)
¿o y— x

and note the equality

(2.5a)    ( mL-mtl -*?- + ( ™-™i7.
J L"  y — z J L"  y — z     J L"       y — z

If s denotes arc length measured from z along C„ then

i      i dt
| dy I = ds, lim ■— =1.

j->0 ¿5

Hence

(2.6) \dy\< c*dt

along C, if .4 is taken small enough, and, since F is of a Holder class, say //*,

F(y) - F(«)
dy < c*th~Ht      (y on C; 0 < / g A).

y — z

The integral of the second member, extended over O^t^A, exists; whence

f     F(y) - F(z) r     F(y) - F(z)
lim   I      -dy =   I      -dy.
«-o J L"       y — z J L<)        y — z

The integral last displayed is in the ordinary sense. By (2.5a), (2.4c) and the

above

F(y)dy      „,   T      AeiAe2-

r-K» J ¿«   y — z L       ^4 ,-,X
lim _^_i = F(«)   log —-—:-+ ¿A.

•i^'i
(2.7)

C F(y) - F(z)
+ -dy

7 l0        y - z

(cf. (2.4d)). We are now ready to introduce the following definition.
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Definition 2.1. Suppose FQHh (0<h^l) on L in the vicinity of z and

¡Fi is integrable over L. As a matter of definition we shall write

F(y)dy        C      F(y)dy   ,    (•   F(y)dy
(2. 7a;

/'   fr\y)dy        r       F(y)dy        Ç   F(y)a

L y — z      J L-Lt y — z      J l„ y —

where

/'   F(y)dy                C     F(y)dy- = lim -= second member in (2.7),
L, y — z        «-o J L"   y — z

L" being defined as above (cf. (2.4a), (2.4b)). The first members in (2.7a), (2.7b)
will be termed "Cauchy principal values." The above definition is justified since

the second member in (2.7a) is independent of the t, and since Cauchy prin-

cipal values in the ordinary sense present a special case of the situation in»

volved in the definition.

Before we study limits of an integral (1.3) at z we shall observe that, with

ai 0*=1> * ' ' ' w) constituting a set of distinct, possibly complex-valued,

numbers all different from zero, one has

(2.8) - =  ¿Z Xy.. —-—- (j = 1, • • • , m),
u — Uj       ,=i        (« — o>i) • • • (u — um)

(2.8a) X,-,, = (- 1)-1E(,X1 • • • "*.-,- X,m = L

where the summation is over values pi, • • • , p,-i ranging over 1, 2, • • • ,

j— 1, 7 + 1, • • • , m, subject to inequalities pi< • • • <p,-i. We write

F{y)dy r    dy        r F(y) - F(z)
(2.9)       $o(x) =  |    ■-— = F(z) I-h |    -dy

x

h. ,        Ç  F(y)dy Ç      dy Ç   F(y) -
H(x) =        ■-— = F(z)-h I    -

J l„ y - x J LQy — x     J Lo     y —

and, on taking account of (2.8), obtain

(2.9a) $„(z + o.,-«) = F(z) f  -y— + ¿ Xy,.r„
J L„U —  Ujt ,_1

ttûM r        Ç   ^u-'[F(y) - F(z)]dy
(2.9b) T. =  I- (j, s = 1, • • • , reí);

J L0 (U — 0>i€) ■ ■ ■  (u — o>me)

here and in the sequel u = y—z; the X,,, are defined by (2.8a). Henceforth let

m=2u, K=p; one thus may take av — o = er (0<t<1).

We define regions

(2.10)     JF,(£) = {a, + £ ^ arg (y - z) g ay+i - f; | y - z\ á A}

(¿>0; v = \, • • • , 2p). As is possible, A is to be chosen, depending on £,

sufficiently small so that W,(£) is a subset of the region R„ defined subsequent

to (2.1b). The w, in (2.9a), (2.9b) we shall take so that z+«,e is in W,-(^). Thus
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(2.10a) coy = «•'»},        ctj + £ á to/ g ay+i - {;

then

(2.10b) |«/ -«.| i f.

Recalling the definitions of I/, 7," we write r, = r,' +17', where

e>-ium-'[F(y) - F(z)]dy

7-L'     (U —J v    (u- one) •■■(«- comt)

f     t-'«-[F(y) -F(z)]dy

J L"   (« — »!«) •••(« — come)

Let S, be the arc of a circle of center z extending from z+Air to z+A.r; of

the two possible arcs of this description S, is to be the one along which one

can pass in the counterclockwise direction from end point to end point, be-

ginning from that one of the end points z+A, for which the angle of A, is

less than the corresponding angle for the other end point. The interior region

bounded by the simple closed curve K, = S,+Ci,+Ce, will be designated by A,.

Along d„ C*,, as indicated previously, directions are assigned towards and

away from z, respectively; along 5, we assign a direction so that K, has an as-

signed direction (all along). Thus, if air<ae„ integration in

(2.12) f    -^—
J K,    « — C0,í

will be extended in the negative direction (leaving A, on the right) ; integra-

tion in (2.12) will be in the positive direction if a,-,>a«,r. Consequently (2.12)

has values — 2irt (if ont<a.r) and 27rt (if «,,>«„„), whenever z+w,e is in Ar;

(2.12) has value zero if z+co,e is exterior A,. Whence

c -*l—(f +r\^^ + r-^- = ±2Ti
J K,     U —  Uji \J a, Jc./U  — Ujt JSpU — Uj€

(z+co,e in A,; sign of a,-,—a«,). Integration along S, will be from z-\-Atp to

z+A ir in any case. Thus

\JCit      J c,J u — Ujt J s, u — Ujt Ai, — co,t

if z+«,-É is in A,; in the case when z+co,e is exterior A, we replace ± 27rt, above,

by zero, Hence

(2.13) lim ( f   + f   \     dy      = log -^ + 2wi5,.s,
«-*o \JCir     J ceJ « — co3e Ait

where
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(2.13a) S,j =

1 (if a<, — a,, > 0; z + o>y« in A„);

1 (if a¿„ — a,v < 0; z + o>,-e in A,);

0 (z + oi,-e exterior A,).

The region Wj(%) either lies in A, or lies exterior A»; thus ô,,, has a fixed value

depending on v and j only. In view of (2.13)

/dy               Au-'-A..-— = log —-- + 2iriA(&>i),
¿,   « — ojj-e            -4,-, • • • Aif

where

(2.14a) AW-2«,,/
K-l

(cf. (2.13a)). By (2.4c) and (2.14)

/'         dy            C        dy--—  =   I      -¿- + 27fíA(íoi) - ¿A.
L0    « - 0>y€          J i0    y - Z

We recall (2.10b) and take .4, if necessary, suitably small so that

(2.15) \o>; -y¡(t)\^q>0,

where q^!- and q is independent of t. Now

| u — uye | =  \t exp (tyj (i)) — « exp (tW) | = | t — t exp (»(«/ — y/)) |

for y on C,-. In view of (2.15) the point represented in the complex X-plane by

r,,j=e exp (i(o>! — y/)) is on the circular arc |X| =e, g^angle X^27t — q, while

/ is a point of the interval 0^/^.4. We observe that \t — r,,,-| is not less than

the distance from / to an end point of the above arc. Thus \u— co,e| = \t — r,,¡\

^[t2 — 2te cos q+e2]112 for y on C,. With t fixed, the function of e,

t2 — 2te cos q +e2, assumes its lower bound for e — t cos q; this bound is posi-

tive; thus

(2.16) \u - wye\ ^ t\sinq\ (yonCy);

by symmetry of [ • • • ] in /, e we also obtain

(2.16a) | u — oiye \ ^ e | sin q \ (y on Cy) ;

these inequalities hold for v, 7 = 1, ■ ■ • , p.. Applying (2.16a) to 5 — 1 factors

and (2.16) to the remaining factors we obtain

| u — oiit |   • • •   | m — oim€ I ^ | sinm q | e»-i/«-«+i

for y on Ci, • ■ • , Cm—thus for y on ¿0. Whence by (2.6) and (2.11)

/i.-ltm-,+ h¿t

i-i-r-r < c*ah'
L>    \ U — Oil«      ■  •  •    | M — 0!m«
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where cr = eT (0<t<1). Accordingly

(2.17) limr,' = 0 (s = 1, • • • ,m).

Since cr> |co,€| = e, one has

| « — w,e | ^ cr — e, | « — w,e |-1 < c*e~T

for y in L". Hence, by (2.11), | 17'| is bounded by c*e~l-mT. Thus

(2.18) limr." =0 (s = 2, ■ ■ ■ ,m),

provided t is defined so that 0<t<1/ot.

The integral Ti" requires special investigation. We write

-l_ut- n y

L"   (u — coie) •••(« — com«)

and form the difference

N(u, t)[F(y) - F(z)]dy
W. /N(t —-

L"  (U   —(u — coi«) •••(« — come)«

and note that on LB, \N\ <k', where k' is independent of «i, • • • , wm, «, u.

Using the fact that F(y) CHh and the inequalities after (2.17), we infer that

| Wt — Wo\ is bounded by c*i1_mr. Hence W,— Wo—*0 with e. Now

km Wo = lun   I      -dy =  I      -ay
«-•o f-K) J L"      y — z J l0        y — z

exists since F(y) C77». Accordingly

f     F(y) - F(z)
(2.19a) lim Wt = lim rf =  I      —^-dy.

J l„      y - «

By virtue of (2.9a), (2.14b), (2.11), (2.17), ^(z+w,-«) tends to

F(z) Í-ÍA+ iA(uj)2* + f    ——1 + Z X/, hm T.".
I J L,  y — z)

Hence by (2.18), (2.19a), 3>0(z+w,-e) tends to

í                            r      dy 1            f    ^(y) - F(z)
F(z) <-iA+ ÍA(«,)2t + —— >• + Xy,i —-dy.

i J ¿o y — zj J z,„      y - z

On taking account of (2.8a) it is deduced that

.- C     F(y)dy
*« W - lhn *°(z + w>e) - -^^ + ifi(ui)F(z),

(2.20) « J Lt   y — z

0(«j) = - A + 2tA(»,) (cf. (2.4d), (2.14a), (2.13a))
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for z+o),e in W,-(£). This is the desired extension of Plemelj's formulas. The for-

mula remains valid when ¿0 is replaced by ¿.

The quantity A(co,-) has been defined on the basis of the specific labelling

of the various d, and C,, curves given by (2.2). However, the formula (2.20)

for the combination 0(w,) and the definition (2.4d) of A (with m = 2u, K=p)

show that these two quantities are independent of the labelling of the curves.

Accordingly this is also true of A(co,). We make use of this fact in the dis-

cussion below.

Consider the important special case when, in the neighborhood of z, L consists

of p, (>1) curves, each extending in two directions from z and each having at z a

unique tangent. We thus have

8 < «i < • • • < «„ ^ 7T,        «„+, = a, + ir (v = 1, • • • , u),

<*2H-i = «i + 2ir.

In this case, we name the curves C«, and C,-, so that the (unordered) pair

(CBy, Ciy) is identical with the pair (C, C„+¡,). One will then have

i M

A(oij) = X)€-        A(o>M+y) =  ¿Z e,
»=i »=i+i

for j = l, • • • , p, the e, being defined by

(if C, is a Ce, curve),

(if C, is a d. curve).

Also
f f p

A = X (a» — tx„) = ¿Z «<■(«»+« — oiy) = ir¿Z «»•
8=1 y=l r—1

Whence in the special case under consideration we have

(2.21b) 8(«y) - *[- ¿ * +.2 E *1 - - i2(o>,+y)        (j = 1, • • • , „).

In the case considered by Plemelj one may put p = \ and (Xai^ir,

a2=oti +ir; ei of (2.21a) will be — 1 if G is directed towards z and 1 in the con-

trary case; one then has Ö(wi) =7rei, Q(w2) = — vti and (2.20) becomes

1 1 Cl
lim —: $>o(z + o)ie) = -$>o(z) H--F(z)

«   2ttí 27r¿ 2

(222) ^ ^ («i + ^viiai + Tr-t),

lim-; *o(z + 0)2e)  = -; $o(z)-7?(z)
<   2iri 2iri 2

(«i+» + iá «/ g «i + 2tt - a

(2.21a) e" =  )
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where #0(2) is a Cauchy principal value and £ (>0) is arbitrarily small. If

we face in the direction of C1 + C2 and call the left side + and the right side —

(as is done in (M)), then considering (2.22) for Ct directed towards z (when

ei= — 1) and in the contrary case (when e2 = l) we obtain

— *J(«) = — *,(«) + -F(z),
¿TI ZTÍ 2

(2.22')

— M«) = —*o(z)--F(z),
¿in ¿ti I

here í>0+(z) [^o-(z)] is limit of <i>o(z+«e) as z+coe tends to z from the positive

[negative] side; these are precisely the original Plemelj formulas.

Another special case (not included in the Plemelj formulas) is the one in

which u = 1 and

(2.23) 0 < ai < <*2 Ú 2ic;       «2 — <*i 7s *•

To fix ideas suppose the direction along Ci is away from z. Thus 70 will con-

sist of the open arc C1+C2 with a known direction along it. At z this arc will

have two tangents, making angles «i, «2- We write «i -f-£^a>i áaj-£,

cet +£^«2' =ai +2ir — £. Now Ci = l, i'i = 2; moreover, Ai introduced subse-

quent to (2.11a) is the region

«1 á arg (y - z) g a2;        \ y — z\ t% A;

thus Wi(£) is a subset of Ai and Wi(Ç) lies exterior Ai; also

«»1 — ««1 = «2 — ai > 0.

Whence in view of (2.13a)
(z + coj-í in Ai),

■•<-{:
(z + coy« exterior Ai)

and

(2.23a) 5i,i = 1,        Si,2 = 0.

Thus, in view of (2.14a), (2.4d), (2.20), in the case described in connection with

(2.23) (direction along Ci away from z) one has

$t(z) = *o(«) + *(«i - «2 + 2t)F(«),
(2.24)

$0 (z) = $o(z) + ¿(«1 — «j)F(z) ;

superscripts ± here have the same meaning as in (2.22') ; similarly, when direc-

tion along Ci is towards z we have

4>o (z) = 4>o(z) + ¿(«2 - «i)F(z),
{2.24')

$0 (z) = *o(z) + i(a» - «i - 2tt)F(z).
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The above is a direct consequence of (2.24).

Turning back to the general case, from (2.20) it is inferred that

(2.25) F(z) - * [*;'(«) - *;'(.)],
2;ri|A(o>y) — A(o>,)J

(2.250        *o(«) =   -   7-   .-——r [«¿'«Oí«.) - <(z)0(«,)]
2t|-A(«,) — A(o)y)j

whenever
A(«.) r¿ A(0)y).

/re <Äe case covered by (2.21)-(2.21b) we have

(2.26) F(z) = -JL- [*;'(«) - <"(«)],
2li2(0)y)

(2.26') *,(8) = — [<(z) + SÍ4"'«]

/or every j, l£j£p, such that Q(a>,-)?¿0.

In Plemelj's case we have (see (M), for instance)

(2.27) F(t) = -L [*î(0 - *7(0],
2irt

(2.27') *o(0-y [*ÍW + *¡"(0];

these formulas are fundamental in (M), (V), (G).

Consider the case described in connection with (2.23) ; then (by (2.24), (2.24' ))

one has

(2.28) /?(*) = —; [*J"(«) - *7(i)]t
2^t

(2.280 *o(«) = — [(«2 - «i)*í(«) + (2tt + ai - a,)*¡"(«)]
2ir

when the direction along Ci is away from z; t/ /Ae direction along G ¿s towards z,

(2.28) «>#/ continue to hold, but (2.28') is to be replaced by

1    r + -,
(2.28") *„(*) = — [(2» + ai - at) $o («) + («2 - oi) $o (z) ].

2x

3. Continuity properties. In consequences of well known facts (cf. (M),

(V) and Plemelj) we may assert that an integral (1.3), where

(3.1) F(y) CBh (on¿; 0 < h £ 1),
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is of class Hh, with 77* replaced by Hi-, when h = 1 ; this is true at all points /

on L distinct from z, ¿-points.

Consider

/'    F(y)dy
L,  y- x

where L0 is a suitably small portion of L in the neighborhood of z. As in §2,

Lo consists of curves C¿„ • • ■ , C,-„ directed towards z and curves C,v • ■ • , Cef

directed away. With respect to these curves we use the notation of §2. Let

z'^z be a point of Lo, say on Ctt. By (2,4c) the principal value, in the sense

of §2,

g(z) =  f    —>
J ¿o y - z

is expressible as

A    ■ ■ ■ A
g(z) = log-\- ¿A,

\o.o) Ai^ - - - Aip

A = («<! + • ■ • + aiß) — (atl + ■ • ■ + a,,).

On the other hand

dy       a r      dy       v^ f      d?
./ c,^ y — z ,_2 J Ci, y — z ,_i Je«, y — z

Je,

dy
+ I>g(y-2") + I>g(y-z")

►M«,

Cíj y — z ,_2 »^

and

g(z") =   I      •- + log- + log H -
Jcij y — z" z — z" „_2 z — z" + ^,-,

The integral above is a principal Cauchy value in the usual sense. Thus

(3.3a) g(z") = qiw + logo '~*1 ti* <z" * z)'
»_1   Z — 2     + Ait

where q is an odd integer (positive or negative) depending on the curve on which

z" lies. We note that lim g(z") (as z"^>z) exists and

g(z) - lim g(z") = i(k + air).

In the sequel any z-poinU for which q has a value independent of the direction

of approach, will be termed a z'-point; z-points for which q is not unique will

be termed zi-points. Examples of z'-points are furnished subsequent to (7.3').

Turning to (3.2) we obtain
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Hence

*o(«) =   f
F(y) - F(z)

y — x
dy+F(z)g(x).

*,(*") - *o(«) =  f   ¡—^-—llFiy) -F(z)]dy+F(z)[g(z")-g(z)]
J l„ Ly — z"     y — z J

and

Mz") - Mz) + i(A + ÇTr)F(z)

(3.4) . r        F(y)-F(z)
= (z" -z)j

l„ (y - z")(y - z)
dy + F(z) [g(z") - g(z) + ¿(A + gx)}.

Now

g(z") - g(z) + i(A + qir) =logII
l + (z-z")A„

1 + (z - z'0^71

Since \z—z"\ |^4>_1| <1 one obtains

(3.4a) | g(z") - g(z) + i(A + q*) | < c* \ z" - z \.

Let y,- be a point on C, such that

|yy-z| =2|z-z"| (/= 1, ■■•,2p);

we take 2\z — z"\ <A. We write

¿o = ¿1 + ¿2,

where ¿i is the part of L0 at distance not greater than 2\z — z"\ from z.

For y in ¿2 one has

y - z | ^ 2 | z - z''

consequently

Accordingly, writing

y — z

y — z
^ 1 +

z    — z

y — z '
< 2.

we obtain

r2 =■ (z" - z) f

= (z" - z)  f

-p       <-   Jf \ „rr        -      I1 2 1   = C    | 2     — Z|    I

F(y) - ¿(z)
-dy

l2   (y - z")(y - z)

y - z   F(y) - F(z)

t  y - z"     (y - z)2
dy,

y — z\h 21 dy I
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Now \dy\ £c*d\y — z\ ; hence

r2 úc*\z" — Z I    I M

•'  21 J!'—si

h-2du = c*   z"

[September

[- Ah~1 + 2h-1\z" - zl*-1]

and

(3.5) \Ti\<c*\z"-z\\

provided h < 1 ; when h = 1 one has

(3.5a)   |r,| gc*|z"-z|log^-  —-r£c*\z" -z\ log j-jj
2 | z - z"

Considering the integral along Li we put

z    — z

(3.6)

Ti=  f   [—— - —Î—1 [F(y) - F(z)]dy =  f
•/ ii Ly — 2       y — zJ J i

-L
y — z       y

F(y) - F(z)

F(y) - F(z")

y-z"

dy

dy

y — z
+ [F(z") - F(z)] f    —1-

J Li y — z"

The integral last displayed is expressible by the formulas subsequent to (3.3),

provided C,- is replaced by the part of C,- from z to y,- (j = l, • • • , 2/x); thus,

replacing z+A¡ in (3.3a) by y,- we obtain

f y -
Ju y-z"

qitc + log II
y-.-

y - z" ^.i yt, - z

Since the y,- are points on a circle with center at z and radius 2\z" — z\ it

follows that
|z"-z| á|yy-«"| á3|z"-z|;

hence
y«, - z'

á3;

(3.6a) I C  -Jl
\Jli y —

ác*

accordingly it is easily concluded that

dy

y — z

For the second integral in the third member of (3.6), we obtain immedi-

ately that

F(y) - F(z)

\L y — z
dy

2|i"-i|

| y-zl*-1^ y-z| <c*\z" -z\h
oJ 0

since \dy\ ^c*d\y—z\ along each C,. A similar inequality may be established
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for the first integral, since |¿y| <c*d\y—z"\ along C,-, and since 31z" — z\

^\y-z"\^y\z"-z\ (y>0)and

| F(y) - F(z") | < c*( | y - z |* + | z" - z \") < c* \ z" - z |*

for y on ¿iCy (j^ii). These inequalities hold for 0<A^1. In view of the re-

sults just obtained and of (3.6a), (3.6) it is inferred that

[Ti| <c*|z" - «I* (0 < h g 1);

whence by (3.5), (3.5a)

JF(y) - F(z) . . .
, „w dy   =\Ti + T2\<c*\z"-z\" (0<h<l)

¿o (y - z")(y - z)

and

|ri + r2| <c*\z" -z\ \ogT-r-¡-
| z" - z I

when A = l. Finally (by (3.4) and (3.4a)), we gel the formulas

(3.7) | $o(z") - $o(z) + ¿(A + qtr)F(z) \ < c* \ z" - z \ » (cf. (3.3)),

ifh<l, and

(3.7a)        | $o(z") - $o(z) + i(A + qir)F(z) \ < c* \ z - z" \ log-
z — z"

if h = 1 ; Aere q, as indicated above, is an odd integer depending on the curve on

which z" lies; $0(2) is principal value (in the extended sense) of

(3.7b) $o(x) = j
F(y)dy

al a z-point, while $o(z") is the principal value (in the usual sense) of $o(x)

at any point z", not equal to z, of ¿0. These formulas will obviously hold also

when ¿0 is replaced by ¿.

A corollary of (3.7)-(3.7b) is that the statement in the opening paragraph

of this section can be modified by the assertion that, if A = l, the principal

value $><)(/) of <I?o(*) satisfies the inequality

I *o(/) - $o(/0 I < c* I t - /' I log
t-f\

for t' (on ¿0) in the neighborhood of /, not equal to z, on ¿0.

We also note that a consequence of (3.7), (3.7a) is as follows. The function

i>o*(Oi swcA that

(3.8) $?(/) = Ml) (t on L0;t^z),
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(3.8a) 4>o(z) = lim 4>0(¿) (as l-+z along Lo),

is continuous on Lo, except at Zi-points; at Zi-points the discontinuities are of the

first kind and the limits along the various curves are attained with a degree of

continuity indicated in (3.7), (3.7a); also, the various limits at a point Zi are

furnished by (3.7), (3.7a). If h < 1, $0*(t) CHh and if h = 1, *0*(/) C/7(log) on L0,

Zi, c-points excepted. In this connection the designation

f(t) C /7(log)

signifies that

I /(O - f(t") \<c*\t'-t"\ log       ^ •

In the sequel a "star," used for a superscript, will often designate that there

is at hand a function which at points of L (or Lo or any set involved) distinct

from z-points and c-points is equal to a Cauchy principal value (in the ordinary

sense) and which at every z'-point is defined as the limit of the principal value.

In view of the statements with respect to (3.8), (3.8a) every "starred"

function originating from a Cauchy principal value is continuous on L (or La),

Zi excepted; at all points of L (or Lo), Ht c-points possibly excepted, such a func-

tion is Hh, if the numerator in the integrand is Hh (h<l), and 77<lo«> if the nu-,

meralor in the integrand is Hi.

In the sequel functions will be also "starred" in the extended sense as follows.

A designation <f>*(t), for instance, would mean that d>*(t) =4>(t) on L, except

at z-points, and that d>*(z) =lim d>(t) (as t—»z along Latz points at which the

discontinuities of </> are removable) ; the function <¡>(t) does not need to be a

Cauchy principal value.

In consequence of (3.7), (3.7a) the following may be asserted. If <p*(t) can

be formed and is of a class Hh then, on writing

<p*(y)dy

y
/'   é*(y)dy^^-r (on/),

L   y — t

we have

(3.9a) $*(z) = 4>(z) - ¿(A + g7r)<A*(z)

at every z-point;K+qir is unique at every z'-point.

In order to handle with sufficient precision the situation near c-points we

adapt the definition of classes 77*, introduced in (M); a function d>(t) is of

c}ass 77* ifd>(t) is of class Hh in every closed subset of L not containing points Zi, c

(but possibly containing z'-points), while in a neighborhood of c one has

h(t)
(3.10) ¿,(t)=-^- (0<«<1),

(t - c)«
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where fi(t)C.Hp near and at t = c, \<p(t)\ \dt\ being integrable over L.

We conclude this section with the following from (M; 5). If <j>(t) is of a

class ¿7* (c included) and <p(c) = 0 then for <£(/) of (3.9) one has

/'   <t>(t)dt

L   t — C

if <£(c)5¿0, then

(3.11a) $(x) = + <b(c) log (x - c) + $i(x)

(a suitable branch of log • ■ • ), where &i(x) is bounded near c and lim $i(x)

exists and is unique as x—*c along any path ; (3.11a) holds also for t onL near c.

When <p(t) CH* (cf. (3.10)) then near c one has

fi(c)ir exp (± icnr) , .
(3.11b) $(*) = +- + 0(\ x - c\-l°-V)

sin air(x — c)a

(some positive |3). In (3.11a), (3.11b) the upper (lower) sign is used when the

direction along ¿ is away from (towards) c. In particular

(3. lib') Ht) = ± 7T cot ax -^-— + 0( | t - c -<«H»>)
(/ - c)a

for í on ¿ (t^z).

In the sequel, unless the contrary is stated, the equations involved will be

solved except at the c-poinls and z-points.

It will be said that a function f(t) is logarithmically infinite at z if f(t)

= 0(log (l/|i-z|)) nearz.

4. Preliminary boundary problems. With a direction assigned along every

part of ¿, every arc or curve constituting L will have a + and a — side; in

this connection, the + ( — ) side will be the side on the left (right) when facing

along the curve.

We observe that
L = ¿° + Q,

wAere ¿° consists of closed curves only, while ß consists of open arcs and contains

no closed curves. 0 may have points in common with ¿°; the complement of fl

is connected.

¿° consists of p. disjoint portions ¿,- (j = l, • • • , p), where Lj is connected

(consists of closed curves). Let C(¿¡) be the open set complementary to Lj-, one has

(4.1) C(Lj) = yd + A + • • • + A„

where ¡0, is open connected; for a fixed j no two sets fO, (v = l, 2, • • • ) have

points in common ; ¡Oc, is to be the set containing the point infinity. Of course

C(¿i) • • • C(¿„) = C(¿»),       ¿o = ¿! + • - • + ¿M.
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Definition 4.1. $(x) will be said to be regular in C(L,) if

(4.2) *(*) = ,#,(*) (in fi,),

v = \, • ■ • , c¡, where j&,(x) is analytic in ,0, except, perhaps, for a pole, at a

point jd, of ¡0,; jdCj = oo.

Now C(L°) has a decomposition

(4.3) C(L») =Oi+02+ •• • +Cv

into open connected sets O,; 0M- contains ». If ¡$(x) is regular in C(L¡) the

function

(4.4) $(x) = i$(x) • • • „$(*)

will be analytic in C(L°) except, perhaps, for a finite number of poles. If the

location of poles ¡d, of ,-<£(#) is at our disposal then suitably choosing the ,-d, we

can always arrange so that €>•(*) has at most one pole in 0, (v = \, • • • , p.').

Thus, for a suitable choice of the ¡d, the function $(x) (4.4) is regular in C(L°).

We consider now the problem

(4.5) *t(t) = A(t)Mt) (on/o),

where A (t) QHP on L including z, c-points and

(4.5') i(í) ?í 0 (on/, c-points included).

We seek to satisfy (4.5) by a function ^o(x) regular in C(L°) and having as

few poles in C(L") as possible; moreover, the solution is to be such that

(4.5") ipt(t) 7* 0 (on/, c-points included).

Suppose fj/(x) is a solution of

(4.6) ,V(t)=A(t)^-(t) (on Li),

regular in C(L,) and such that

(4.6') tf+(t)?*0 (on/).

On L, (vj¿j) of course ,^+(t)=fl'~(t) = fl/(t). Provided the poles ,-d, (v = l,

■ ■ • , c¡) of $(x) can be suitably chosen (not on L), the function

(4.7) Mx) = ii(x) ■ ■ ■ ¿(x)

will be regular in C(Z'); moreover, yfso(x) will satisfy (4.5), while

^t(t) = *l>+(t) ■ ■ ■ st>+(t) * 0 (on /)

in consequence of (4.6'). We shall now carry out the indicated plan of solving

(4.5).
Li may involve a number of loops, /,-,i, l,-,i, • • • . As can be seen from earlier
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literature, relating to more special cases, of importance in connection with

any loop / is the "index" of A. We shall write

--f(4.8) ind. (l,A)=— I    dlogA.
2iri J i

Here integration is in the counterclockwise direction. We form "indices" only

for loops. Clearly ind.(/, A) is an integer (0, greater than 0, or less than 0).

We determine indices

(4.9) ind. (/,.„ A) = re,-,, (p = 1, 2, • • • ).

On taking account of the «/,„ and of the topology of ¿,- we form a "uniformiz-

ing" function

(4.9a) Uj(x) = (x — }-di)mi.i(x — ¡d2)mi.t ■ ■ ■ (x — jdc.)mi.c>

(c' = Cj—l), where the mj,y are suitable integers and jd, is any point in ¡0, (cf.

(4.1)); the function is to have the property that

(4.9b) log [A(t)uT(t)]

is uniform on ¿,. As to the reí,-,,, we note that

(4.9c) 'mh, = ind. (F(A). ¿).

where

is the frontier of yCv We observe that

(4.10) fP+(t) - Uj(t)AMjrW (on ¿y),

where

(4.100 Aj(t) = A(t)u~\t)

is of a Holder class on ¿, c-points included, Aj(t)^0 on ¿, c-points included.

We shall seek a solution of (4.10) in the form

(4.11) ,<P(x)=Gi(x)Ti(x),

where G,(x), Tj(x) satisfy

(4.11a) G+i(t) = m,-(/)G7W (on¿3-),

(4.11b) T*(í) = A¿t)r;(f) (on ¿y),

respectively.

Since log A ¡(t) is uniform on ¿,, a solution of (4.11b) can be given in

the form

(4.,2) rM.aJ±f   l^i^t
K2irt J l¡       y — x     )
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this is asserted for all points of /.,-, except for z-points, and is established with

the aid of the original Plemelj formulas (cf. (2.22')) ; T,(x) is analytic in C(L¡)

and does not vanish in C(L¡) ; T¡( «) = 1. Inasmuch as L, is in C(L¡) for v?±j,

we have

Tj (t) = Tj(t) 7* 0 (on Z„, v 7a j, z-points of Z„ included).

On the other hand,

(4.12a) rj(0 = exp {-^ f    ^AÁy)dy\A)'\t) (on/,);
\2iciJ L¡       y — t    J

A ,1,2(0 5^0, t¿ oo on Lj (z-points included) ; the exponential factor is finite and

does not vanish on L¡, except perhaps at z-points. In view of (3.9), (3.9a) at

a z'-point of Li we have

r&*t^     Au*,j\       r     \*     All2t ,\\     í1   C   l°sAÀy)dy
Tj (/) = At (z') exp     • • • }    = Aj  («')   exp I — -—-

L       \2iri J L¡       y — z'

/ 1    r     log A j(y)dy\

^\2iriJLi       y-z'   )

Here the integral last displayed is a "Cauchy principal value" in the extended

sense; A+cpr depends on z'. Accordingly

(4.12b) T+*(t) ^0r^oo,

for / on L¡. In this connection we see the importance of uniformity of log A ¡(y)

on Lj, since in the contrary case existence of unique limit r,-+*(z') could not

be asserted.

To solve (4.11a) we first form a function

(4.13) Vi(x) = (x - jdi)'i.i(x - ¡di)'!* ■ ■ ■ (x - jdc-)'i.c (c' = c,- - 1)

(cf. (4.9a)) where the j,-,i are arbitrary integers. We recall the decomposition

(4.1) of C(L,) ; ¡0Cj is an open set containing infinity. We put

(4.14) Gj(x) = Vj(x) (in Ai).

We obtain in a unique manner

(4.15) Gi(x) = vj(x)uj(x)'1-' (in fi,; v » 1, - • , c,L

where the t'-' are certain integers; t'-c> = 0. We observe that

G,(x),       G~\x)

are regular in C(L¡) with possible poles at the ¡d, (v = \,2, ■ ■ ■), these points
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representing the only possible poles in C(L¡).

We shall give a few typical examples of determination of G¡(x) which could

be used as a model to follow in applications.

Suppose ¿,- consists of simple closed curves Si, S2, S3, intersecting in just

four points (z-points), Zi, z2, z3, z4 (z3 interior S2), zi being the intersection of

Si, S2, S3, z2 of Si, S2, z3 of Si, S3, Zi of S2, S3. With Si0, 52°, S3° denoting the

domains interior to Si, S2, S3, respectively, we define G, • • • , 0-¡ as follows :

í     0 0, ,00 0, rO 0 0,
Oi={Si-S2},       02= {SiS2-S3},       03 = {S2-S1-S3},

(4.15a)      Oi = {S&°}, Oi = {Slsl - S°},       0* = {S°3 - S°2\,

07= {C(SÎ + S2 + S°3)Î;

here braces indicate that frontier points of the sets involved are discarded.

Oi, ■ ■ • , Oi are bounded by arcs of

(Si, 52),   (Si, S2, S3),   (Si, S2, S3),   (Si, S3),   (Si, S2, S3),   (S2, S3),   (Si, S2, S3),

respectively. Suppose, for instance, that directions along Si, S2 are counter-

clockwise and along S3 clockwise. Along each arc involved, we accordingly

fix the positive and negative side. In On in accordance with (4.14) we put

Gj(x)=Vj(x). From Oi we proceed "inward," noting that in order to satisfy

(4.11a), the value on the negative side is multiplied by u¡ and that on the

positive side by fi/""1. Accordingly

Gj=upij   (inOi),       Gy = My»,-   (in03),       Gy = My   v¡ (in 06).

Using these relations we perform the next step, proceeding further "inward,"

obtaining
2

Gj = ufi   (in 02),       Gy = V]   (in 06).

Whence one more step will yield

G y = up, (in Oi).

Thus Gj(x) has been determined in the form (4.15) in C(L¡).

Suppose, now, that ¿,- consists of simple closed curves Si, S2, S3 (S2 inside

Si and S3 inside S2), having a single point, z, in common; let the direction be

counterclockwise along Si, S2—clockwise along S3. Let Si0, S20, S3° be regions

interior to Si, S2, S3, respectively. We define domains

(4.15b) Oi = S3, 02={S2-S3°), 03= {SÎ-S20}, 04= |C(SÎ)}.

The solution, which in G has the value v¡(x), will be

2
Gy =  My»y      (in 03), Gy =  My»y      (inC"2), Gy =  UjVj   (filOi).
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In general, it can be seen that the integers t'-' may be determined as fol-

lows. Let
dy

2iriJi Lj y - x

It is seen that Tj(x) is constant and equal to an integer over each of the re-

gions j0„ being zero in ,Gy Moreover (from (2.22'))

T+i(t) - T~(t) = 1 (on¿y).

Thus it follows that /'■' = Tj(x) for x on ,Cv

In view of (4.7), (4.11), (4.15), (4.12) the problem (4.5) has a solution

(4.16)       *o(z) = G(s) • • • G„(z) exp
\2iri j=iJ lj

\og A ¡(y)dy\-

y — x    f

The jd, (j, v = l, 2, • • ■ ) will be assumed to be chosen so that

Gi(*) ■ • • Gß(x)

has in 0, (cf. decomposition (4.3)) at most one pole d,. Accordingly the

functions

(4.16a) Po(x),       h>\x)

are regular in C(L°). One has

(4.16b) xpUt) * 0,        9¿ oo (on¿°);

moreover, xpa+* (z') exists as a unique limit,

(4.16c) l^V) ^0,        ^oo,

at those z'-points of ¿° at which Gi+(t) • ■ • GM+(<) is continuous.

With fi denoting the set introduced at the beginning of this section con-

sider the problem

(4.17) 8+(t) = A(t)8-(t) (onfi),

where A(t) is as in (4.5). This we solve by the method given in (M). Thus we

put

(4.17a) 8(x) = y(x) exp {-^ f   lo*AMdy\
\2iri Ja       y — x    )

for x in C(Í2) ; here, on taking account of the text at the end of §3, we let

(4.17b) y(x) = TL(x-c)«<\
c

where the product is over all the c-points of ¿ and k(c), for a fixed e-point,

is the greatest integer such that
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/     log A(c)\
4.17b') k(c) ú - «(c),       a(c) = R(+    °    y).

\        2%i   /

In (4.17b') the sign is to be chosen as specified subsequent to (3.11b). One has

(4.17b") - 1 <a(c) +k(c) é 0

and

(4.17c)

m I = U-u I m* - «K> exp {-L f **AW'\ i
c \2irtJ a

=   gß'U) I   l  —  c|a(c)+«(c)

y 5ri\

for t on Q in a vicinity of a c-point (ß'(t) bounded). Whence

(4.17c') | 6+(t) [-» = e-"'«> \t-c |»W (0 ^ «<<0 < 1)

on ñ near c-points of ß. Using (3.9), (3.9a) and the fact that log A is uniform

on fi we prove existence of unique limits (as ¿—»a z'-point of ß along ß) 0+*(z') ;

one has

(4.17c") 6+*(z') ?¿0,        ?¿ ».

Away from z'- and c-points of ß we have on ß

(4.17c'") 6+(t) ?£0,        ?i oo ;

ö(a;) is "regular" in C(ß) ; moreover,

e(») ?i0,        9± «

in C(ß) except, perhaps, at ¿e= ».

Consideration of the solutions, found above, of the equations (4.5), (4.17)

leads to the conclusion that the problem

(4.18) *+(/) = A(t)i~(t) (on/)

has a solution, except perhaps at z, c-points, of the form

(4.18a) i(x) = 6(x)4>o(x)

for x in C(L); here 6(x)is from (4.17a), (4.17b), (4.17b') and ypo(x) is defined
in (4.16), (4.15), (4.9a, c), (4.13), (4.10').

The solution is "regular" in C(L); choosing the s,-,, in (4.13) suitably one

can arrange to have x— oo as a zero or as a pole of any preassigned order.

We consider now the nonhomogeneous problem

(4.19) 4>+(i) = A(t)$-(t) + B(t) (t on /)

where A (t) is Hp on L, A(t)¿¿0onL (z, c-points included) and where B(t) is HP

on L (z, c-points included). We put

(4.20) ■$(*)= *(*)*o(*),
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with \}/(x) given by (4.18a). Substitution in (4.19) will yield

(4.20a) *t(t) - K(0 = B(t)^+(t)~l m C0(t) (on /).

Co(t) is of a Holder class on L except perhaps at z, c-points. By (4.16b),

(4.17c'")
Co(t) t¿ 0,        7^ oo (on Lo, except at z-points).

In view of (4.16c), (4.17c") the limits

(4.20a') C*(z') = B(z')i-+o*(z')~Y*(z')~l ^ oo

exist at z'-points ofL", which are not on ß, at which Gi+(t) • • • G„+(<) is continu-

ous, and at z'-points of ß which are not on L°; at the former points 6(x) is ana-

lytic so that
6+*(z') = 6+(z') = 6(z') ^0,        ^»

and we use (4.16c) ; at the latter points \po(x) is analytic, one has

tt*(z')=tt(z') =*„(*') *0,      ^ oo

and use is made of (4.17c"). At z-points of L,which are the points common toL°

and ß, or at which Gi+ ■ ■ ■ Gß+ is not continuous, generally (4.20a') cannot be

asserted; in fact, C*(z) cannot be formed.

A solution of (4.20a) on L, except perhaps at z, c-points of L, analytic in

C(L) and such that
$o(x) = 0(xN) (integer N ^ 0; at oo),

may be given by

,,,, .,.        If   B(y)^(y)-ldy
(4.21) $o(x) = — I-h PN(x)

2ttiJ l y — x

for x in C(L), where Pn(x) is a polynomial of degree not greater than N. In

view of the preceding developments B(y)\j/+(y)~1 is bounded on L, is of a

Holder class on L except, perhaps, at z, c-points of L, has removable discon-

tinuities at z'-points, as described subsequent to (4.20a'), and, generally, has

irremovable discontinuities of the first kind at the other z-points; obvi-

ously B(y)yp+(y)~1 is continuous at every z-point of the latter description, at

which B(z)=0.

The nonhomogeneous problem (4.19) has a solution (except at z, c-points)

(4.22) $(*)= *(*)*<>(*),

where\p(x) isfrom (4.18a) awa $o(x) is given by (4.21) ; this solution is "regular"

in C(L).
Consider now the special cases

(4.23) r-(t) + 4r(t) = 0 (on/),
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(4.23a) $+(<) + $-(/) = B(t) (on¿),

where B(t) is as in (4.19). In the previous developments we put A(t) = — 1.

This function is uniform on ¿°. Hence the use of uniformizing function (4.9a)

is obviated; that is, one may put Uj(x) = 1. We obtain a solution of (4.23) in

the form

(4.24) xb(x) = v(x)y(x) exp (~ f   —^-1 (in C(L)),
I 2 J L y — x)

where
?(*) = n (* - c)"(c).

c

the product being extended over the c-points of ¿; here integers k(c) are

chosen so that

(4.24') [ p+~\t) | g e<"«> \t- c |»M (0 g *(c) < 1)

for / on ¿ near c-points (j3i(/) bounded) ; in this connection we use a procedure

indicated previously; moreover,

v(x) = (x — di)"1 ■ ■ ■ (x — d>_i)V-i

with dy in G; the 0, are connected open regions from the decomposition

C(¿°) = G+ • ■ ■ + Cy (Cv contains oo) ; the s, are arbitrary integers. The s,

can be so chosen that at oo, xp(x) is of any preassigned integral order of \x\.

The limit xp+*(z') can be formed at every z'-point of ¿; moreover, xp+*(z')^0.

A solution of (4.23a) may be given by

r 1    C   B(y)4'+(y)~1dy 1
(4.24a) *(x) = *(*)   —       ^^LMi_^ + Pn{x)    (¡n C(L). d (424))i

L27tî^x, y — x J

where Pn(x) is an arbitrary polynomial of degree not greater than N.

To obtain the k(c) we note (4.17b') and observe that, for a c-point of ¿,

k(c) is the greatest integer such that

k(c) g ± 1/2,

where the upper sign is used when direction along ¿ is away from c and the

lower sign in the contrary case. Designate points c of the first kind by a—of the

latter kind by b. Accordingly

(4.25) k(o) = 0,       K(b) = - 1,        v(c) = 1/2

and the function y(x) in (4.24) is seen to be of the form

(4.25a) y(x) = U(x-b)-1.
b

5. An inversion problem and equation (1.1). We now consider the problem
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1   C   <t>(y)dy
(5.1) 2*(/)=-|    IHÍZ-/W (0n¿),

tciJl   y — t

where f(t) C.HP on L (z, c-points included).

Let us examine the consequences of existence of a solution <f>(y) (on ¿ ex-

cept at z, c-points), which is H* near c-points, which is of a Holder class in

every closed sub arc of ¿ free of z, c-points and which, while possibly having

irremovable discontinuities of the first kind at z-points, is of a Holder class

on every suitably small closed sub arc (z, t) of each of the curves of ¿, extend-

ing to or from z. Incidentally, smcA a function will be said to be of class ¿7**.

The function

(5.2) $(*) = —- I    -
2-KX J L  y — x

will then be analytic in C(L); $(x)=0(x~1) (at oo). By (3.11a) and (3.11b),

$(x) may possibly become infinite to an order less than unity in the neighbor-

hood of c-points and logarithmically infinite at z-points; $(x) is bounded in

the vicinity of any point t of ¿ distinct from z and c-points. SmcA a function

will be said to be of class K-i; if ^ = 0(x") (at oo), the c/ass will be designated

byKy.
By one of Plemelj's formulas and by (5.1)

(5.3) 4+(0 + $-(<) = 2#(0 = f(t) (on¿).

¿ei ß be the number of b-points. With (4.24a) and (4.24), (4.25a) in view,

we form the function

*,(») = Hx) — f
2iri J L

f(y)ii(y) dy
-1

y — x
where

(5.3») M*) = IT (* - b)-1 exp fi- f  -^-V
i, \2 J L y— x/

Clearly

(5.30 «ÍW + ^W-ZCO (on/);

moreover,

(5.3") *i(») C TiT-ß-! (inC(¿)).

We put

(5.4) *(*) = .*!(*) + ^,(x)

and note that
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(5.4')                                          *t(t) = -M*) (on/);

furthermore, since $(x)CK-i and by (5.3"), one has

(5.4")                                           M*)CK-i (inC(L)).

Now, in view of (4.23) the function ipi(x), introduced previously, satisfies

(5.4'")                                          *?<0--*Ttt (on/);

alsofc(*) =K_ß. By (5.4') and (5.4'")

(^/^i)+ = GMr-i)- (on/).

Hence faMfa^W is analytic in the x-plane except, perhaps, at <», z, c-points.

One has

u*
*1

h(x) „ /      1   C     dy  \
rrr = Ux)ll(x-b)exp(--\ —¿-)
^(x) t \     2 JL y- x/

(in C(L)). The product following ypi(x), above, is bounded in every finite part

of C(L). By (5.4")

(5.5) Mx)<h\x)CO(x0-\

At z, c-points this function, if infinite, is of order less than unity (at z-points

the infinities are "logarithmic"). Hence ^¡^î-1 is analytic in the ar-plane except

perhaps at ». Hence ^^'=0 (ß = 0), ^constant (ß = l), =Pß-i (ß>l),

where Pß-i »5 some polynomial of degree not greater than ß — l. Accordingly

(5.5a) Ux) = Pß-i(x)M*),

where we put P-.i(*0 = 0.

Thus by (5.4) and the formulas preceding (5.3)

tt an */ \     l C *(y)dy   , f > l C fWÏ(y)~ldy , P  ,...,,
(5.6) $(*) = — I-= ii(x) — I-r- Pe-i(x)ti(x)

2iri J L   y — x 2irt J ¿ y — x

(in C(Z); cf. (5.3°)).

This is a conclusion following the supposition that (5.1) has a solution <f>C.H**,

as designated subsequent to (5.1).

By (2.22') and (5.3°)

*Ut) - ± <II<*- ô)-'exp(-i f  -^-) = ± ix(t).
6 \ 2 J L y — tf

Thus from (5.6) we infer

$±(0 = + tx(t)   —; I-±-    + tPß-i(f)X(t).
L2tti J l        y — t 2       J   • •
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Now

Hence

«KO = $+(0 - *-(¿).

(5.7) «KO = 2iPß-i(t)x(t) + — x(t) f  -
■Kl J L  x

where

f(y)dy

(y)(y - t)

(5. 7a) x(0 = Il (* - b)-1 exp fi- f  —).
b \ 2   J L   T   —   t/

Accordingly, it is observed that every solution in H** of (5.1) can be expressed

explicitly (on L, except at z, c-points) in terms of f(t) by means of formula (5.7),

where Pß-i is some polynomial of degree not greater than ß — l.

Conversely, the function in the second member of (5.7), with Pß„i(t) de-

noting any polynomial of degree not greater than (3 — 1 (P-i(t) =0), will con-

stitute a solution in H** of (5.1). We are thus able to formulate the following

theorem.

Theorem 5.1. In the field of solutions in H** (cf. text after (5.1)) the general

solution of (5.1) is given by (5.7), (5.7a), where Pß-i is an arbitrary polynomial

of degree not greater than ß — l (P-\ = 0) and ß is the number of b-points of L.

We are now ready to study the integral equation (1.1),

ft a\ 1 f *(/- y)^y)dy    ,,A ,   T,(5.8) —I    —-= f(t) (on¿);
■KiJ L       y — t

here f(t) C.HP on ¿ (z, c-points included) ; moreover, n(t, y) is of the type simi-

lar to that involved in the analogous problem in (M; 18); thus the following

is assumed :

(a) n(y, y) is of a Holder class, say Hh, on ¿, including z, c-points and is

nowhere zero on ¿.

k(î, y) - K(t, t)

08) K{t, y) = ^^-—
y - *

is continuous on ¿ and is of class H h in I and in y (z, c-points included).

As in (M; 18), one is able to assume without any loss of generality that

(y) K(y, y) = 1.

We shall seek solutions of (5.8) in the field of functions of class H**. We

reduce (5.8) to a Fredholm integral equation with the aid of the inversion

formula of Theorem 5.1 ; in this the pattern of developments is similar to that

in (M; 18 • • • ).
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In view of (ß), (y) one may put (5.8) in the form

1   C  <t>(y)dy      - 1   r
(5.80 -       ^~- = /(0 » f(t) - -      K(t, y)<p(y)dy.

triJ L   y — t tciJl

Suppose 4>(y) is a solution of (5.8') of class //**. Since the infinities of <f>, if

any, are of order less than unity the integral fL\ <p(y) \\dy\ exists; accordingly,

for all /', /" on ¿, one has

I f K(t', y)4>(y)dy - f K(t", y)<b(y)dy
\J L J L

éc*\t' - t"\» f | <p(y) \\dy\ = c*\t' - t"\\

where c* is the previously introduced generic designation of a constant.

Whence
f(t) CH§ (p = least of p, A)

on ¿, z, c-points included. Now (5.8') (with the third member for the moment

ignored) is of the form (5.1). Hence the inversion formula (5.7) will hold

with/ replaced by/. Substitution of the expression for/(i) will yield

(5.9) «KO = j E(t, r)<P(T)dr + ¿(0,

where

l        r     f(y)dy
(5.9a) F(t) = 2¿/Vi(0x(0 + - x(0 f\t       A »

«      J L x(y)(y- 0

(5.9b) 7/(i,r)=ix(0 f
iri J L

K(y, r)dy

L x(y)(y - 0

In establishing this use is made of a justifiable change of order of integration

in

f  r  f    K(y, r)<t>(r)drl
JlUl  x(y)(y-t) J "'

We recall that, in view of (3.11a) and (5.7a), we have

(5.10) x(0 = 0(\)(t - c)-1'2,       x«-1 = 0(1)(/ - c)1'2

on ¿ near a c-point. By (3.9a)

r   C        dr    1* C       dr C        dr
I    ■-    = lim        —- =        —- - ¿(A + «77T)

l_J L    T   —   Z A J L    T  —   t J L    T  —  Z

(as /—>z' along ¿); accordingly, x*(z') can be formed for every z'-point of L

and one has
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(5.10a)     x*(z') = exp (- - (A + qir)^ Jl (z' - J)-» exp (-1J"   737) •

At points of type Zi one has, as t—*z along any portion of L through z,

(5.10b)     lim x(t) = exp (- j (A + <pr)) TJ (* ~ ^ e*P (y J  737)•'

in (5.10b), g depends on the curve of approach to z; the second members in

(5.10a), (5.10b) are distinct from 0, 00. The functions x*. X*~l are °f a Holder

class on every closed subset of L, which does not contain Zi, c-points but may pos-

sibly contain z'-points; in the vicinity of a Si, c-point these functions behave as

indicated in (5.10), (5.10b). We have

hx(y)(y-t)    J L x*(y)(y - t)'

here

f(y)x*-\y)

is of class 77**, is of a Holder class near and at z\ c-points; moreover, in con-

sequence of the second relation (5.10)

f(c)x*'\c) = 0.
Accordingly by (3.11)

„.,„   ff   M" T-t-.-i-f    ***   *..
' L x(y)(y - t)J J L x*(y)(y - c)

By §2 it is thus inferred that the function (5.11) is such that one may form

(s.in r f    Mh  T,

moreover, this function (5.11") is of a Holder class near and at z', c-points and

is at most logarithmically infinite at points Zi.

By (5.9a) the function

(5.12) F*(t) = 2íP,_i(/)x*(0 + -. X*(t) \ f       '„        J
ti        LJL x*(y)(y - t)J

can be formed; F*(t) is of a Holder class on every closed subset of L, not contain-

ing Zi, c-points but possibly containing z'-points, and

(5.12a) F*(t) = 0(l)(t - c)-1'2

for t (on L) near c; the infinities of F*(t) at the Zi are at most logarithmic.

We consider now the function
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(5.13)

By (5.10)

(5.130

a(r, 0=f
J L

K(y, r)dy

x(y)(y - 0
-J.K(y, r)x* (y)dy

y-t

K(c, r)x*~\c) = 0

and, in view of the text subsequent to (5.10a), K(y, r)x*_'(y) is of a Holder

class, in y, on ¿, z', c-points included, except at points Z\\ near zx this func-

tion is of class //**; ot(r, t) is bounded (in consequence of (5.13')) for t near

z', c-points and a(r, t) is of a Holder class, in t, z', c-points included (uniformly

with respect to r) and Zi excluded; for t near s%, a(r, t) may be infinite at most

logarithmically (cf. (3.11a), as adapted to Zi). In view of the continuity hy-

potheses regarding K(y, r) we have

K(y, r') - K(y, r") = ß(y, r', r")(r' - r")\

(y, t', t" on ¿; z, c-points included). Hence

ß(y, r', r")dy

ß = 0(1)

a(r', t) - a(r", t) | = | r' - r " ¡h I
We note that

(5.13")

L x*(y)(y - 0

ß(c, r', r")x*-\c) = 0;

moreover, ßx* '(y) is of a Holder class, in y, z', c-points included, except at s\\

for y near Zi this function is in H**. In view of (5.13") the function

\L
ß(y, r', r")dy

L x*(y)(y - 0

is bounded for t on L except for t near points Zi, at which it may be logarith-

mically infinite. Thus a(r, t) is of a Holder class, in t, z, c-points included

(uniformly with respect to / for t outside neighborhoods of points Zi).

By (5.13) and (5.9b), on writing

(5.14)

we express (5.9) in the form

4>o(0 = *(0x_1W,

(5.15)

where

(5.150

<po(f)  = J    H0(t, T)<po(T)dT + F„(0,

H0(t, r) = — a(r, t)X*(r),        F0(t) = rKWfl-

In view of (5.10) and of the italics subsequent to (5.13'), (5.13"), 7¿o(¿, t) is

bounded as a function of / (z', c-points included, neighborhoods of the Zi ex-
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eluded) for r on any closed subset of L not including c-points (but possibly

including z-points) ; for t near zu Ho(t, r) may be infinite, at most logarith-

mically; H0(t, t) is bounded as a function of t for r exterior to neighborhoods

of c-points, provided t is exterior to neighborhoods of Zi-points ; for t near any

c-point

(5.15") Ho(t, t) = w(t, t)(t - c)-1'2,

where \w(t, r)\ is 0(1) for t exterior to neighborhoods of Zi-points ; for t near Zi,

w(t, r) may be logarithmically infinite; H0(t, t) is of a Holder class in t (t^Zi)

and is of a Holder class in t (t9^c) for t exterior to neighborhoods of zi-points.

Fo*(t) is of a Holder class on L for tç*Z\\ near Z\t F0(t) may be logarithmically

infinite.
We shall now find a continuous transformation

(5.16) r=h(r),

defined for t on L and having a continuous inverse

(5.16') r-gtr)

for f on /, where / is the transformation of L achieved by (5.16), so that, on

writing

(5.17) <bo(t) = *o(?(*)) = *(*) (cf. (5.14), (5.10)),

(5.17')                                 FB(t) = Fo(q(t)) = F(t),

equation (5.15) is transformed into

(5.18) *(i) = j_H(t, ?)<?(?)<*? + F(t),

where H(t, ?), F(t) are piecewise continuous for t, f on L and have infinities, if

any, of logarithmic type for ton L near points h(zi) ; (5.18) will thus be a regular

Fredholm integral equation.

Let Ci, • • • , cn be the c-points of L; designate by c\ (t^c,-) a point on L

suitably near (to justify the developments to follow) c,-; L¡ is to denote the

arc (Cj, c'j ) of L. The set L — y^.X/ we decompose into a finite number of non-

overlapping arcs L, so that there are no z-points interior any arc L, ; one has

(5.19) £=£■&/ + Hl,.

We define h(r) as follows:

(Cj+ 2(t- cj)1'2 (ron//),
(5.19') h(r) - {J ^

\h,,o + h,,iT (h,,i 5¿ 0; t on /,) ;

the L„ A,,o, h,,i will be chosen so that h(r) is continuous on L; for the one-half
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power of r — c¡, above, we choose a suitable determination. The transformations

of L'j, L„ achieved by (5.16), will be designated by L¡, L„ respectively. For the

transformation ¿ of L we shall have, of course, the decomposition

(5.19") Z=£Zy+£Z„.

We note that the c-points of L, L are identical; ¿,-will be a neighborhood (of ¿)

of Cj. The inverse function (5.16') will be

ÍCj+ (F- cy)2/4 (7 on I/),
(5.19'") q(f)=]'      \   ,-i V        '

\.(t — hy,o)h,,i (t on Ly).

We have
(t - c^iHt = dr (ronL'j),

dr = A, ,i(7t (ronLy).

With the aid of the notation (5.17), (5.17') the equation (5.15) is expressi-

ble in the form

*(i) = j_ H0(q(t), q(r)mf)dq(r) + F(t)

=   ( Z/_,   + Z/_ )^o(?(0- q(r))mdq(r) + F(i)

= S f-, ffo2-1(? - C/)í(t)¿F + E i   Hoh*i$(ï)dT + F(t).
j  JLj ,   Ji,

That is, equation (5.18) is at hand with

(5.20) H(t, t) = 2~1Ho(q(t), q(~))(r - c,-)

for < on ¿ and f on ¿/, while

(5. 20') H(t, r) = H0(q(t), q(r))h~\

for ton L and for f on ¿„.

Since by (5.19')
(r - cy)-1'2 = 2(t - cy)-1 (ronI/),

from (5.15") it is inferred that for Jon ¿ one has, for t7ih(zi),

Ho(q(t), q(r)) = 0(l)(f - Cy)"1 (f on L'j).

On the other hand, in view of the properties of H0, given subsequent to

(5.15"), we conclude that

3o(q(t), î(f)) = 0(1) (t on ¿; f on Z,; Í ^ A(zi)).

Hence by virtue of (5.20), (5.20') it is inferred that

H(t, t) = 0(1) (t, t on Z; t ^ h(zi)).
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For t near h(zi) there may be logarithmic infinities. Accordingly, we have se-

cured a situation as described in connection with (5.16)-(5.18).

Theorem 5.2. Every solution <p of the integral equation (1.1) (cf. (5.8), (a),

(ß), (y)) which is in H** satisfies a regular Fredholm equation (5.18) of the

second kind, where

(5.21) $(î) = <Kq{ï))X-KqW) (cf. (5.7a), (5.16'), (5.19'")

and where the function

(5.21') F(t) = X-l(q(t))F(q(t))

involves a certain polynomial Pß-i of degree not greater than ß — 1 (cf. (5.9a)).

Conversely, if fis a solution of the Fredholm equation (5.18), where Pß-i is any

polynomial of degree not greater thanß — l, the function <p, deducible from (5.21),

will be in 77** (on L) and will be a solution of the integral equation (1.1).

The converse part of this theorem is established by observing the reversi-

ble character of the steps leading to the relation (5.18).

6. Equation (1.2). As in analogous proceedings in (M; 34 • • • ) we make

the study of the equation (1.2) dependent on that of the auxiliary equation

ß(t)  r   4>(y)dy

ir J h   y — t

ß(t)  r   <Ky)dy

L y

here

(6.1') «! + ?V0;        a,ßCHh;        fCH,

on L (z, c-points included).

Suppose </>C77** (text after (5.1)) is a solution of (6.1). We form the func-

tion

(6.2) m.±r<m.
2irt J L   y — x

Applying the original Plemelj formulas one obtains

(6.3) *+(/) =A (t) 3>-(t) + B(t)

for t on L (z, c-points excluded), where

ait) - iß(t) f(t)
(6.3') A(t) = —-—,        B(t) =

a(t) + iß(t) a(t) + iß(t)

(as in (M; 34 (4))). Clearly A(t), B(t) are of a Holder class and A(t) ¿¿0 on L

(z, c-points included). Thus $(x) is a particular solution, analytic in C(L) and

vanishing at infinity, of the problem (4.19). Let i$(x) be another solution of

(4.19), obtained by methods of §4. On letting
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(6.4) #(*) = iHx) + iP(x),

it is inferred that

(6.40 iP+(t) = A(t)iP~(t);

that is, i^(íc) will be a particular solution of the homogeneous boundary prob-

lem (4.5). Designate by 2xp(x) a suitable particular solution of (4.18), obtained

by methods of §4. Then dividing the equations satisfied by ixp, 2xp, on writing

(6.4") 4(x) = 2P(x)P(x),

we obtain

(6.5) P+(0=p-(0

on ¿ except possibly at z, c-points. We shall seek to choose these functions

i$(x), 2xp(x), when possible, so that p(x) is analytic in C(L) and is at <» of

finite order of infinity, while in the vicinity of z, c-points the order of infinity

of p is less than unity; in view of (6.5), p(x) would then be a polynomial (in

the total x-plane).

Since, by hypothesis, <p is H* in the vicinity of c-points, that is, is

0(\t-c\-<") (0<a<l) it follows by (3.11a), (3.11b) that $(x) is in the vicin-
ity of c of order of infinity less than unity. Accordingly, on taking account

of (3.11b) and of certain other developments in §3, we conclude that $(x) is

of order of infinity at z, c-points less than unity. In estimating the order of

infinity at z-points at which there is an irremovable first kind discontinuity,

we handle the situation as if we had a number of coincident c-points and

apply (3.11a). More precisely, the infinities of <f> at z-points, if there are any,

are logarithmic.

We choose v¡(x), as given in (4.13), equal identically to unity. On recalling

(4.18a), (4.17a), (4.17b), (4.16), (4.15), (4.9a), (4.10') we define 2xV(x) as
follows:

(6.6) *P(x) = 8(x)Mx) (inC(¿));

( 1    r  log^4(y)<7y)
(6.6a) 8(x) = y(x) exp {— l ,

\2irt J a       y — x     )

where

(6.6a') y(x) =     \ (x — c)'M (product over c-points of fi),
c

with k(c) an integer such that

T     log ¿(c) "I
(6.6a") - 1 < a(c) + k(c) ^ 0,        a(c) = R\ +

L 2iri    A

(— fora-points, + for ô-points) ;
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(6.6b)        fo(x) = G(x) exp
log A j(y)dy\

y — x    j '

where

(6.6b')        G(x) = Gi(x) ■ ■ ■ G,(x) ;       G¡(x) = Uj(x)«' (f = #•>; in 0jr) ;

(6.6b")      Uj(x) = (x — ¡di)mi.i • ■ ■ (x — jdC')mi.e' (c' = c¡ — 1)

(jd, in jO,) ; moreover,

(6.6c) Aj(t) = A(t)u]\t).

We recall that L = ß+Z° where ß consists of open arcs (possibly intersecting)

and contains no loops, while L" consists of closed curves; 7° = Zi+ • • • +L„,

where L¡ is connected and the L¡ have no points in common; C(7,)

= jOi+ • • • +jOCj, where ¡0, is open connected and the ,0, (v = \, 2, • • ■ )

have no points in common ;

Ci/«) = C(/i) • • • C(/„) = Oi + • • • + 0,-,

where the 0, are open connected and the 0, are without common points;

jOCj, On' contain the point infinity; t'-c> = Q.

In view of the choice of the k(c) the infinities of 6(x) in the finite part of

C(ß) can occur only near c-points and are of order less than unity; moreover,

6~1(x) is bounded in every finite part of C(ß), including neighborhoods of

c-points; one has

(6.7) | d-^x) | = «-*'<*> | x - c|"<°> (0 è y(c) < 1),

where ß'(x) is bounded, near c-points. 6(t), 6~l(t) are 77** near Zi of ß; that

is, have irremovable first kind discontinuities, but belong to a Holder class

near and at zi along every curve of ß extending to or from s%.

Since the ti,ci = 0 and ¡0cj contains oo we have

(6.7a) Gy(oo) = 1,       G(oo) = 1.

On writing

(6.7b) «'-E-tic),
c

we observe that

(6.7c) y(x) = x'W(x) (y'(») = 1).

Also, in view of (6.6a), (6.6b),

(6.7c') x-''6(x) !_. = 1, *„(») = 1.

Whence

(6.7c") *-«'«*(*) |«.-1.
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We fix a point d,in 0, (s = l, ■ ■ • , p' — l) and choose the ,-d,, as indicated

in §4, coincident with the d,. Associated with d, there is an integer p„, depend-

ing on the tre,>, ts<* only, so that G(x) is in the neighborhood of ds of the form

(6.8) G(x) = g,(x)(x - d.y- (g,(d.) * 0);

gs(x) is equal to a certain polynomial in G (5=1, 2, • • • ); the polynomials

vary with s; in view of (6.7a) for s=p' the polynomial is identically unity and

p, = 0. In 0, (s<p') G(x) has no poles or zeros for x^d,; in 0„> one has G(x) = 1.

Henceforth we assume that the integers p, involved in (6.8) satisfy

(6.9) p, ^ 0.

This hypothesis is a natural one and corresponds to analogous assumptions

in (V), (G) ; this condition depends on the "indices" of log A for the various closed

curves, involved in ¿°, as well as on the directions along ¿° and on the topology

ofL\
Under (6.9)

(6.10) G-\x) = 0(1) (in C(¿°) ; also in C(L)).

Hence, by (6.6b), xp0~1(x) is bounded in C(L). In view of (6.6a, a'), (6.7) and

(6.7c")   '

/O(l)        (in any finite part of C(L)),
(6.11) 2p~l(x) = <

lO(ar') (at oo).

In (6.4) we utilize a particular solution i$(x) of (4.19). On taking consid-

eration of (4.22), (4.21), we let

(6.12) !$(x) = 2p(x)$o(x),

where

(6.12a) $o(x)
2iriJ L

B(yU+(yyidy

y — x

We observe that 2xp+(y)~1 is bounded on L near z, c-points; moreover,

75(y)2^+(y)-1 is bounded on ¿, is of Holder class on ¿ (except at z, c-points),

has removable discontinuities at z'-points not in L°Q at which G+ (6.6b') is

continuous, has first kind discontinuities (generally irremovable) at other

z-points; B2xp+~ is continuous at z-points at which B (that is, /) =0. In con-

sequence of some of the developments of §3 and, in particular, by (3.11a)

the infinities of $o(x) in any finite part of C(L) are at z, c-points and are of

"logarithmic type." Thus near c

i           ,                        1
(6.13) | $o(x) | g c* log -,-r (x in C(L)).

\ x — c\
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Under (6.3), |i>0(*;)| gc*|x,—c\~' (0<e; e arbitrarily small); that is, an in-

finity of "logarithmic type" signifies an infinity of an arbitrarily small order.

In view of the choice of the k(c) (6.6a"), iip(x) has infinities within any

finite part of C(L) at c-points only; these infinities are of order less than unity.

In consequence of the italics preceding and subsequent to (6.13) from (6.12),

(6.7c") it is inferred that

(6.14) **(*)= 0(x"'-1) (atoo)

and that in any finite part of C(L) the infinities of i$(x) are of order less than

unity and are at z, c-points; at z-points the infinities, if any, are logarithmic.

By (3.11b) and some other results in §3 from (6.2) it is inferred that

$(x) =0(x_1) at oo and is analytic in C(L) and that in C(L) near c-points the

infinities are of order less than unity, while near z-points the infinities are

logarithmic at most. Now by (6.4), id/(x) = $(x) — i$(x) ; thus, by virtue of the

established properties of $(x) and of (6.14) and of the italics following (6.14),

it is deduced that ^(x) is analytic in C(L) and that in the finite part of C(L) the

infinities of ^(x) are of order less than unity and are at z, c-points, being log-

arithmic at z ; moreover,

(6.14')     d(x) = 0(x~1)    (tfVSO),        if (*) = 0(x''~1)    (*/V>0)

at oo. This result, together with (6.11), (6.4"), implies that

Mx-''-1) (if k' < 0),
(6.15) p(x) = ip(x)ilrl(x) = <
V        ' V ' V '       V lO(x->) (if«'> 0);

p(x) is analytic in C(L). Thus, on taking account of the text subsequent to

(6.5) it is concluded that

(6.15') pi» - P-«-x(x),

where P_«'_i is a certain polynomial of degree  not greater than   —k' — \

(P_.,_i = 0, */-«'-KO).
In consequence of (6.4), (6.4") and (6.15')

(6.16) *(*) = i*(«) + 2iK*)F_«<_i(z)

(in C(L)). Hence by (6.2)

(6.16') <t>(t) = *+(f) - *"(/) = i*+(0 - i*-(0 + (nf>+(t) - it-(t))P-K.-i(t)

(on /).

Let

„„,       (A ¡it)   (on Lf, 7=1,...,/; (6.6c)),

(6-17) m=\A(t) (onO)

except at points common to L°, ß; also we shall write
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( 1    C  !ogCa
(6.170 X(0 =y(0exp ^— f    -^—

\2mJL    y —

log Cdy\

L   y - t j

By (6.6), (6.6a), (6.6b) one has

2p±(t) = \(t)G±(t)C^'2(t).

Hence (6.12a) will yield

Mx)
2wiJ i

B(y)\-1(y)C-^2(y)dy

L G+(y)(y - x)

Also 2t+(t)-2\p-(t) =X(G+C1'2-G-C-1'2) and, by virtue of (6.12),

!<i>+(0 - i*-(0 = 2-15(0[l + C-1(t)G-(t)G+-\t)]

B(y)\-1(y)C-1'2(y)dy

2iriJ L
+ MG+C1'2 - G-C-1'2,

~riJL G+(y)(y-0
Whence by (6.16')

r    c-'g-i
<K0 = 2"1/5   1 -|-—   + W+C1'2 - G-C'1'2)

(6.18)
fj_ Ç   B(y)\-1(y)C-1l2(y)dy "I

Í2tíJl G+(y)(y-t)       '        -''~l{ >}G+(y)(y - t)

(cf. (6.17'), (6.17)). ¿Aaí is, if the equation (6.1) Aa5 a solution <pCH**, then

it must be expressible in the form (6.18) (under hypothesis (6.9)).

Conversely, if we define <p by formula (6.18), where P_«<_i is any poly-

nomial of degree not greater than — k' — 1, reversing the steps which led to

(6.13) we arrive at (6.16) where

#(*) - —: f (<*> from (6.18)).
2iri J L   y — x

By (6.4), (6.14), (6.140

(1°) *(*) = 0(xr1) = 0(x"'~1) + 0(x~1)

(if/g0)and

(2°) *(*) = 0(x-1) = Of*«'"1) + 0(x''-1)

(if k'>0). In view of (Io), (2°), consistency "in general" requires that k'^0. On

the other hand, if k' ^0 the converse can be established. One may now formu-

late the following theorem.

Theorem 6.1. Consider equation (6.1), (6.1') and the notation (6.3'). Sup-

pose (6.9) holds; then every solution <p(ZH** (cf. text after (5.1)) of (6.1) is ex-

pressible in the form (6.18), where P_«-_i(0 is some polynomial of degree not

greater than -k'-í (k' from (6.7b); P_„,_i(/)=0 if -k'-KO). If k'¿0, then
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the second member of (6.18), where P_£'_i(i) is an arbitrary polynomial of degree

not greater than —k' — í, is a solution of (6.1) of class H**.

Remark. A condition corresponding to the inequality k' ^0 occurs in (M).

We are now ready to study the integral equation

1   Ç    n(t, y)<b(y)dy(6.19) a(0<Kí)+__(     wmyj y ,
ir J L y — t

herea(t), ß(t) =k(í, t),f are subject to conditions stated in connection with (6.1');

as subsequent to (5.8), we form

k(<, y) - n(t, t)
(6.19') K(t,y)=-K

y-t

and assume that K(t, y) is continuous on L and is of class Í7*. in t and in y

(z, c-points included); (6.19) may be rewritten in the form

ß(t) c  <t>(y)dy
(6.20) a(t)d>(t) + —       -î^-f = F(t) m F(t, <p),

t J L   y — t

where

(6.20') F(t) = f(t) - - f K(t, y)<b(y)dy.

Suppose <f> is a solution of (6.19) of class 77** area assume (6.9). Necessarily

\<t>\ is integrable over L, the infinities of 4>(t) on L being of order less than

unity. One has

I f [K(f, y) - K(t", y)]<b(y)dy   è c*\ t'- t"\» f \ <b(y) \\dy\

for t', t" on L ; thus F(t) is of a Holder class on L, z, c-points included. Accord-

ingly (6.20) will be of the same form as (6.1), with F(t) in place of/(*). By

the first part of Theorem 6.1 we conclude that a relation (6.18) will hold for

<b(t); that is, <f>(t) =second member of (6.18) with F in place of/. In view of

(6.3')
F(t)

B(t) =-^-
a(t) + iß(t)

On writing

e(t) = X(0 [G+(i)C"2(/) - G-W-^Kt)],    v(t) = '.' >
a(t) + lß(t)

(6.21)
2-1C-1'2(t)    r

ffW =    ,s   ■   -l\  [G+WC1/2« +G-(t)C-1'2(t)]G+(t)-1,
a(t) + tß(t)
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we obtain

«KO - F(f)o-(t) + e(0 ["¿-.--i« + — f F(y)v(y) -^-1.
L 2iri J L y — tA

In view of (6.20'), <p satisfies the integral equation

(6.22) «KO -   f Ki(t, r)<b(r)dr + /i(0,
J L

where

r i   r f(y)v(y)dy\
(6.22») /i(0 = f(t)o-(t) + e(0   P-«'-i(0 + — I    J-^^L1  ,

L 2iri J L     y — t   A

1 e(0   r   K(y,r)v(y)
(6.220 Ki(t, r) =-K(t, r)o-(t) - -^ ¿y.

t 2ir2iJ L       y — t

a

L      y — t

The computation of 7Ti(2, t) is based on the possibility of interchange of order

of integration in

1
K(y, T)v(y)<p(r)-drdy;

y - t

this possibility is established without difficulty in consequence of continuity

of K(y, t), the assumed character of 4>(t), and in view of the fact that, in con-

sequence of (6.21), (6.3'), (6.1'), (6.17'), v(y) is bounded on ¿ (z, c-points

included); j>(y) is generally discontinuous on ¿; however, v(y) is of a Holder

class in any closed subset of L not containing z, c-points. By (6.17') the infini-

ties (finite in number) of \(t) are all of order less than unity; since

(6.22") G+(0Cl'2(0 + G-^C-1'2^)

is bounded on L (z, c-points included), the same can be said of the infinities

of e(t) (cf. (6.21)). Since f(y)v(y) is bounded on ¿, the infinities of

(6.23) f  ^^J L   y — t

are of "logarithmic type." In view of the statement with respect to (6.22")

the function a(t) of (6.21) is bounded on ¿ (z, c-points included). Thus by

(6.22') it is inferred that/i(0 is of a Holder class on L (z, c-points possibly

excluded); the infinities of fi(t) are all of order less than unity and logarithmic

whenever they occur at z.

Studying the integral
K(y, r)v(y)dy

dy

Q(t, r) = j
L        y — t

we observe that K(y, r)v(y) is bounded as a function of y and is of a Holder
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class in every closed subset of L not containing z, c-points; hence Q(t, t), as

a function of t, has at most logarithmic infinities, which may occur only

amongst the z, c-points. Now

K(y, r') - K(y, r") = ß(y, r', t")(t' - r")h (ß bounded)

for t', t" on L; whence

ßv(y)dy
Q(t,r /' pv(y)>

L   y —y-t

Since ßv(y) is bounded on L, with possible discontinuities of the first kind at

z, c-points, the infinities of the integral, last displayed, are of logarithmic

type (for t on L). As a function of t, Q(t, r)(ZHh, with Holder's "constant"

really depending on t and possibly logarithmically infinite for t near

z, c-points. In view of (6.22'), Ki(t, t), considered as a function of /, has infini-

ties of order less than unity for / near c and of logarithmic type for t near z;

as a function of r, Ki(t, r) C_Hh, with Holder's "constant" depending on t and

of order of infinity less than unity for / near c-points and of logarithmic type

(at most) for I near z-points.

Let co be the maximum of the orders of infinity oifi(t), Ki(t, r) (as function

of t) ; then 0 á w < 1. Let the y,- be the points on L where these infinities occur,

exclusive of z-points; for t near z, in view of the above, the infinities are at

most logarithmic ; thus the y¡ are all c-points. We form the function

(6.24) w(t) — II (' - ?i>"
i

and put

(6.24') <bo(t) = w(t)<i>(t);

(6.22) then takes the form

(6.25) 4>o(t) =  f   Ko(t, r)Mr) —-, + h(t),
J L W(t)

where the functions

(6.25') Ko(t, t) = Ki(t, r)w(t),       fo(t) = fi(t)w(t)

are bounded for t^z; for / near z they are possibly logarithmically infinite;

Ko(t, r)CZHh in r, with Holder's constant possibly depending on /.

We decompose L into a finite number of 7/, L„,

£ = E £/ + E L„

so that L'j represents a small neighborhood of y¡, and define a transformation
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(6.26) f = A(r) =

1
y i +-■ (r - 7 y)1-" (r on £/),

l—O)

. Ak,o + A„,ir (A„,i 9e 0; t on Ly),

choosing the ¿/, Ly, A„,0, A„,i so that the function A(t) is continuous on ¿.

We choose ¿, so that no point z is interior to ¿„. Under this transformation ¿,

¿y, L, go into ¿, ¿/, ¿„ respectively; the y,- are invariant under (6.26). For

the inverse of this transformation one has

|T;. + (1 - »)W«->(- - Tj.)i/(i-) (? on Z/),
(6.26') r- ?(t) - < ■     _, ,.       T,

l(r — hy,o)h,,i (t on ¿„).

The usefulness of (6.26) is due to the differential relations

(t — y,)-"dT = (7t (t on ¿/),

(6.27) _i
¿t = ky,idr (t on ¿,).

We write

2 *o(0 = Mq(i)) = <K0,

/o(0 = Mq(ï)) = f(t)

and observe that equation (6.25) transforms into

(6.29) <K0 = J_ H(t, t) dr +f(t),

where//(J, f),f(t) are piecewise continuous for t, f on ¿, with infinities (among

¿points t = h(z), t = h(c)) of logarithmic type; this is a regular Fredholm integral

equation.

Suppose we consider an integral equation (6.25), where <po(t) is unknown,

and where P_«<_i(0, involved in/0(/) (cf. (6.25'), (6.22°)), is awy polynomial

of degree not greater than — k' — 1(P_,-_i = 0 if — k'— KO). Suppose <p(t) is

a solution of (6.25), obtained by the formula <P(t)=w-1(t)$(h(t)) (cf. (6.24'),

(6.28), (6.26)), where $ is a solution of the regular Fredholm equation (6.29).

Will <K0 constitute a solution of class H** of (6.20), that is, of (6.19)? Now

(6.25) is equivalent to (6.22). We reverse now the steps which led to (6.22),

going back to (6.20). This retracing of steps is analogous to a procedure fol-

lowed in the proof of Theorem 6.1. Hence we must introduce the consistency

condition of that theorem (k'^0).

Theorem 6.2. // (6.9) holds then every solution <p(t)(ZH** of the integral

equation (6.19), (6.19') satisfies the integral equation (6.22) (cf. also (6.25),

(6.24)), where P-K>-i(t) is a certain polynomial of degree not greater than

— k' — 1 ; the latter equation is equivalent to a regular Fredholm integral

equation of the second kind, (6.29) (in this connection observe the continuous

transformation (6.26), (6.26')). Conversely, if in addition to (6.9) the inequality
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k'ííO holds, every function of the form <j>(t) =w~1(t)$(h(t)) (cf. (6.24)), where $

is a solution of the Fredholm equation in which P_v_i(i) is any polynomial of

degree not greater than —n' — l, will be a solution ( QH**) of the original problem

(6.19).

7. Equations satisfied at z'-points. In this section only those points will

be considered which are of the type discussed in §2. Extension to any z'-points

is not difficult. Of prime importance will be the result (3.9), (3.9a). In this

connection we recall that the number A+gir, involved in (3.9a), may be differ-

ent for different z'-points; g is unique at a z'-point.

Consider now the solution (5.7) of (5.1). One may now form</>*(z'); in fact,

4>*(z') will be given by (5.7), (5.7a), where the integrals involved are "starred."

Moreover, since the starred integrals are of a Holder class on L, z' included,

the same is true of <b*(t). Imagine this solution substituted in (5.1). One has

J_ Ç <t>(y)dy =  i_ r 4*(y)dy =
wíJl   y — t      ttíJl   y — tTiJ L   y — t      tziJ h    y — t

onL (z excluded). By (3.9a)

r i_ r  ^dy_iy rj_ r    <t>*dy -|*= 1_ r    <t>*dy      A + g*

\-.ici J L y — z' \      \_ici J L   y — z'j      iriJ L   y — z' ir

Thus

A + oír Í   r   <b*(y)dy
(7.1) --i- <b*(z') + -       ^-^-f = f(z').

T TlJ L      y  —   Z

We turn to equation (5.8) and consider a solution (f>(l), as specified in

Theorem 5.2. Now </>(/) satisfies (5.9), where by (5.9b), (5.13)

1
H(t,r) = —x(t)a(r,t).

In view of the italics subsequent to (5.13') and subsequent to (5.10b), a(r, t)

is bounded for t near z', c; a(r, t) is of a Holder class in t (z', c included),

uniformly with respect to t; for / near Zi, a(r, t) is logarithmically infinite;

moreover, x*W can be formed. x*(0 is of a Holder class excluding Zi, c (in-

cluding z') and has infinities of one-half order at the c-points; at zu x*(0 is

discontinuous, but finite. Hence H*(t, r) (starring with respect to t) is of a

Holder class in t (z' included; Zi, c excluded), uniformly with respect to t;

since | <P(t) \ is integrable over L one obtains

I  f [H(t, r) - H*(z', T)]<b(T)dr    ÚC*\t-z'Y  Ç \ c6(r) \\ dr\ = C*\ I - z'\x

(0 < X < 1).
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Hence the function

j H(t, r)*(r)¿rj   = j H*(t, r)<b(r)dr

can be formed ; it is of a Holder class on ¿, z' included (zi, c possibly excluded).

In view of the statement in connection with (5.12), (5.12a) we conclude that

<p*(t) can be formed; in fact, by (5.9)

4>*(t) =   f H*(t,r)<p(r)dr + F*(t);
J L

it is observed that <b*(t) is of a Holder class on L, z'-points included (zi, c-points

generally excluded). With <p in (5.8) denoting the solution in question, we

may rewrite (5.8) as follows:

l  r   «(*, y)<t>*(y)dy
—. I-■ = /(0 (on ¿; / 5¿ z).
■kij L        y — }

Application of (3.9a) to the latter relation will yield

,- .. A + çtt 1   r   k(z', y)<p*(y)dy
(7.2)-k(z', z')<p*(z') + —; I-= f(z').

ir itiJl y — z

Let z° denote any z'-point of L which is not on ¿°Q and let z0 denote any

z°-point in which the functions

G+(t),       G-(t)

are continuous. In the sequel the notation g* will be used when g(t) is continuous,

except perhaps at z, c-points, and has first kind discontinuities at z-points ; then

we let

(7.3) g*(t) = g(t) (t ón L; t * z, * c)

and

(7.3') g*(z) = lim g(t) (as t—* z along L)

at those z-points at which the discontinuities of g(t) are removable; g*(t) is con-

tinuous on ¿ except, perhaps, at c-points and except at those z-points at which

the discontinuities of g(t) are not removable. ¿Ae z0-points include at least all

z"-points on fl and all those z"-points of L° which are not intersections of the con-

stituent closed curves of ¿°, that is, z°-points which are merely corner points of

individual closed curves of ¿°.

A z-point on ¿°, not on fi, will be a Zo-point if it represents the sole com-

mon point of a number of closed constituent curves of ¿° lying outside each

other, the direction along each of these curves being the same. Another ex-

ample of a Zo-point is presented by a z-point on ¿°, not on ß, which is the sole
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common point of a number of closed curves of ¿°, say K~i, K2, • ■ ■ , K„ (i£,+i

inside K¡;j = \, • • • , a — 1), the directions along these being alternate.

By (6.17), log C(0 is of a Holder class on L excluding, perhaps, z-points

in ¿°0. In view of (6.17') and (3.9a) the function X* can be formed; one has

(7.4)      X*(z») = 7(z°) exp i~ f   logC(y)¿y| C«(so)       f a =    1 (A + q^\.
\2irtJ L      y — z° ) \ 2ir /

\*(t) is of a Holder class, z° included  (other z-points generally excluded) ;

X*(z°)?i0; X*(0_l Aas the same properties.

In consequence of (6.21), v*(t) is of a Holder class, z0 included (other

z-points excluded). We write

/'   K(y, r)v(y)dy

L        y — t

and note that the limit

K(y, r)v*(y)dy '*
"(zo, t) - f y-t i=Z0

can be formed (starring refers to /) ; a*(t, r) is of a Holder class in t near and

at Zo-

By (6.21) and the italics subsequent to (7.4), e*(t) is of a Holder class,

Zo included (but not necessarily at all z°-points); a*(t) will have a similar

property.

In view of the above, of the established properties of v*(t), <r*(t, t), and

since K(t, t) is of a Holder class in t (c, z included) we can form Kf(t, t)

((6.22'); starring with respect to t). It is observed that K*(t, r) is of a Holder

class in t, Zo-points included, uniformly with respect to r (other z-points ex-

cluded); thus, in particular

(7.4")        | Kx(t, t) - 7sTi*(zo, r) | = | Ki*(t, c) - Ki*(z0, t) | ^ c* \ t - z0 |x

(0 <X < 1) for t on ¿ near z0. Following a procedure similar to the one we have

employed in establishing the above result, from (6.22°) we infer that/i*(0

can be formed and that/* is of a Holder class, z0-points included (c-points

and z-points, not equal to z0, generally excluded).

In consequence of (6.22), (7.4") one has

«KO -   f Ki*(zo, T)<p(T)dr - /i(0    =     f (Ki(t, r) - Ki*(zo, T))<p(r)dT
J L \ \J L

á C* \ t - Zt M   T 4>(r)dr    = c* | t - Zo |\
l¿ L

inasmuch as \<j>\ is integrable. Hence on noting that lim /i(/) =f*(z0) (as

t—>zo along ¿) we infer that the limit
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(7.5) lim <b(t) =   f Ki*(zo, r)4>(r)dr + /x*(z0)

(as t—>Zo) exists. Now <p(t) is known to be of class //**; (7.5) implies that the

discontinuities of d> at the z0-points are removable. The function <b*(t) ac-

cordingly can be formed; <t>*(z0) is equal to the second member in (7.5),

(7.5')    <b*(zo) =   f AY(zo, T)*(r)áT-r/,*W =   f Ki*(z0, r)d,*(r)dr + /i*(z0).
J L J h

By (6.22) and (7.5)

<b(t) - c6*(z„) = J (Ki(t, r) - Ki*(zo, r))<b*(r)dr + fi(t) - /i*(z„).

Hence in view of (7.4")

| <b*(t) - <b*(zo) | ¿ C* | * - 2o |x f I 4>*(t) I | dr | + | //(/) - /i*(zo) |.

Since /* is of a Holder class, z0 included, the above implies that d>* is of a

Holder class, z0 included (other z-points and c-points generally excluded).

We imagine now the above function <b in (6.19). In view of the above

italics and (3.9a), on letting ¿—>z0, it is inferred that

[i 1 1   C  *(zo, y)4>*(y)dy
a(zo)-(A + qw)K(zo, z0) L*(z„) + — j = f*(z0).

T J T  J L y —  Zo

The developments of this section may be summarized as follows.

Theorem 7.1. Solutions of problems (5.1), (5.8) (cf. Theorem 5.2) satisfy

the modified equations (7.1), (7.2), respectively, at every z'-point of L. On taking

note of the italics subsequent to (7.2) it can be stated that solutions, in accordance

with Theorem 6.2, of problem (6.19) satisfy the modified equation (7.6) at every

Zo-point of L.

We shall conclude by presenting a new application of our extended

Plemelj formulas of §2. This will be carried out for the boundary value

problems of §4. The results so obtained could be carried over to the solutions

of integral equation problems of §§5, 6, inasmuch as the latter are largely

based on §4. We introduce the notation

A,-,, =-CV2»0...,        0,-,, = í2(coy) — í2(co.)

and recall that a superscript, say j, preceded by a comma, indicates the limit

(at a z-point) from within the sector W,■(!■).
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The boundary value problem (4.18) has the solution

*(*) = y(x)G(x) exp (-L f  i^i^l (in C(/)).
\2iriJ h      y — x   )

At z°-points log C(y) is of a Holder class; moreover,

G+(t) = u(t)G-(t) (on 7),

where « = *»,- (on L,), m = 1 (on ß). For the approach to z° from within Wj(£),

in view of (2.20), we obtain

( 1    r   logC(y)dy       l )
<M = 7G-'- exp ^— ; + - a(«i) log C(a") ̂  ;

v.2itî J L      y — z°       27T ;

a similar relation will hold for the approach from within W,(£) (s^j). Elimi-

nating the integral involved in the second members we obtain

(7.7) *•'(*•)- AUñt'W-

With \j/(x) defined as above, consider the solution

*/ .    ,r^,^     *,.     1  r B(y)*+(y)~ldy    r mw*(*) = ^(*)$o(x),        #«(*) = —- I    -      (mC(/))
2««/ L y — x

of the nonhomogeneous problem (4.19) ; B(y)\p+*(y)~1 exists as a unique limit

at Zo-points and is of a Holder class at Zo. By (2.20) and (7.7)

*•' = ¿,>•*» = 4j>T-^-: f + ^-fi(coj)/i^+*-1l;
\_2iriJ L 2t J

substitute here 7=s and from the two relations eliminate the integral involved

in the last members. We obtain

(7.8) *■»' = A ,..$•' + — fiy,,¿,-,.*#+*->' (at so);
2ir

also, interchanging j, s and eliminating \¡/+*, we deduce

4>-3'     t  Aj,,<S>>*      /*\'/

AjA-'

4>-3'         Ajt3><'      /QY'     /4>Y"
(7.8') -— + —-= ( —)  +( —)   •
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